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1.background	  



ABOUT SMILE	  

Smile Group is a small Not-for-Profit Organisation founded in 2004 by Nguyen Van Hung (Anh Hung), 
a hero of street children in Saigon. Smile Group have been giving financial, educational, and 
emotional supports to AIDS-affected children. After Anh Hung’s death in 2007, the group fell under 
state of uncertainty for a while but then reignited by his friends and colleagues. 
 
Currently, Smile is taking care of  over 30 kids. They are renting a place in district 1, HCMC, where the 
kids come together at weekends to play and learn new skills (drawing, singing, film-making, 
photoshop,..) 
 
Smile Group, since the beginning, has a strong belief that positivity and happiness could change a 
person’s life, especially a kid’s. Good personality naturally comes from a positive living environment, 
which Smile have been trying to give to their children. 



THE CHALLENGE	  

PEOPLE ARE BECOMING INDIFFERENT TOWARD  
CHARITY COMMUNICATIONS 
 
Reason: Motivations on sadness and sorrow are being 
overexploited and becoming cliché. Communication 
playing on people’s feeling of guilty no longer works. 



2.objective	  

PERSUADE PEOPLE TO SUPPORT SMILE BY GIVING THEM A CONVINCING REASON 



3.target audience	  



WHO ARE WE TALKING TO	  

We’re not going to just talk to people with big money or well-known 
philanthropists, but anyone who is kind-hearted and willing to help other 
people.  
 
Those people usually see so much of charity calls with the same motif of 
misery and grief that they no longer see the joy of giving.  
 
Doing charity to them has now become a have-to-do, not a happy-to-do. 



4.Strategy	  

LEVERAGE THE SMILE’S PHILOSOPHY AND ASSET OF POSITIVITY AND OPTIMISM  



5. proposition	  

GROW HAPPINESS TOGETHER 



6.the idea	  

AN HOUR OF HOPE 



3 things kids need	  

A shelter     + Education     + Medication  



3 things kids need	   VND 1.5 mil	  

=	  

Per kid/month A shelter     + Education     + Medication  



an hour of hope = 2000 dong 	  



7.How we advertise	  

Fundraising and donations are running more efficiently on Social media(*)  

(*) Source: MDG Advertising. http://www.mdgadvertising.com/blog/2012-it-was-a-very-good-year-for-social-giving/ 	  



tools	  

Activation Video announcing our unique activation and asking people to come 
forward and make one hour of a kid’s life happy. 
  
Website will be the destination for people to come and take action after seeing 
the video online. 
  
Social media including Facebook and Youtube will connect Smile Groups with 
friends who are willing to help. 



activation video	  

Activation Video announcing our unique activation and asking people to come 
forward and make one hour of a kid’s life happy. 
 
Using the visual language, the video describes the essence of our idea in the 
most comprehensive and simple way.  
 
It will be uploaded on Youtube to generate conversations and to be spread out 
online.  



website layouts – home page	  



website layouts – donation page	  



Facebook page	  



8.budget	  

VND 0 



Thank you	  


